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Introduction 
.  .  . 
In its work programme for  I99b the Colllmiss,ion announced its· intention of presenting · 
·three additional proposals witha.view to attaining the objective ·set 'out in Article 7a of 
the EC Treaty in the field of  the  Ireemoveme~t  of  persons.  · 
On 12 July 1995, the Commission' has adopted the three proposals en bloc; they round off 
the  body  of legislation  aimed  at  ending· controls  on persons- at  the.  Union's  internal 
borders.  Together.with the other measures already adopted or still being discussed, their 
. adoption by the Council will enable that objective to be attained without restriction.  · 
. This  step  constitutes a  clear·  and  unconditional  obligation  on  the  part of the  Union 
stemrriing  from  ArtiCle ?a.  In  putting  forward  the  proposals  the ,  Commission is also 
paying· due regard to the legitimate. expectations of  the European Parliament and citizens . 
of  the Union.  ·  · 
Seven  Member  States  (B, · D,  E,  F,  L,  NL  and  P). have  committed  themselves  to 
implementing  the  Schengen Agreeq1ent  irreversibly  with  effect from  26 March 1995: 
Despite a few "teething troubles" which have led one Member State to apply a safeguard 
clause, the mechanism is working satisfactorily overall.  The Member States have found 
that Schengen has not operated at the expense of security; indeed most of them reckon 
that  the level  of security  inside  the frontier-free area has increased as  a  result of the 
flanking  measures taken.  Schengeh thus ·shows that an area can· be  created  in  which 
people are both free and safe.  . 
The three p~oposals in question, of  which this is one; are as follows: 
1.  A  proposal for a  Directive on the· praCtical  application of the  principle of the 
elir:nination of controls oh persons: it is  based on Article I 00 of the EC Treaty, 
requiring the unanimous approval of  the Council.  The DireCtive~  would provide 
final confirmation t~at controls atintemal bord~rs have indeed been eliminated. 
· ·It would take effect only when the flanking measures were themselves in force .. 
These flanking rneasures are considered essential to maintaining a high  lev~l· of 
security within the area without·intemal borders and the· Gommission would like 
them  to.  be  implemente9  as  soon  as  possible. .  They  include  the 
Dublin Convention determining· the State responsible for examining applications 
for  asylum  lodged· in  one  of the  Member States,  the  draft  External  Frontiers 
Convention, .the proposal for a Regulation detemiining the third countries whose 
nationals rtiust be in possession ofa visa when. crossing the external borders of  the. 
Member States, the Council Regulation laying· down a uniform. format for visas 
and the draft Convention on· a European Information System. ·  ,  .  - . 
• 
·2 2.  A  proposal  for  a  Directive  adapting  the  secondary · legislation  on  the  free 
movement of  citizens of  the Union (and their fam.ilies).  This proposal is based on 
Articles 49,  54(2)  and  63(2)  of the  ~C  Treaty;  it  would  amend  the  existing 
secondary legislation to take accuunt of the ending of  controls at internal borders . 
required  by  the  Directive  referred  to  at  1  .. The practical  effectiveness  of the 
proposal is therefore dependent on that J?irective's entry into force. 
3.  A  proposal for  a Directive giving  nationals of non-member countries  who  are 
lawfully in the territory of one Member State the right to travel for a brief stay in 
the territory of any  other Member State,  an entitlement known as  the "right to 
travel".  This proposal is based on Article 100 of  the EC Tre~ty.  It is the last of 
the  measures  accompanying  the  ending  of controls  on  persons · for  which . a 
proposal  has·  still  to  be  put  forward  at  Union  level.  It would  also  be  a 
considerable  step  forward  in  the  treatment  of non-Union  nationals  who  are 
lawfully resident in a Member State and who  wish to travel  in the Community, 
and. of  non-Community members ofthe families ofUnion nationals. 
The proposal would not affect the first entry into the Community of a non-Union 
national  or the decision of a  Member State  to  authorize  him to  remain  in  its 
territory for a long stay.  Nor would it affect a fortiori Member States' decisions 
regarding access to the labour market or to self-employed activity  .. 
Like  other  flanking  measures  (e.g.  the  Dublin  Convention,  for  which  the 
.  ratification process  will  shortly  be completed),  this  "right  to  travel"  Directive 
could be applied before controls on persons at internal borders were abolished . 
• 
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EXPLA~ATORY  ME~ORANDUM· 
·A.  General 
1.  In  its communication of 8 May  1992 to the· Council  and Parliament on the abolition · 
· of border  controls0 >,  . the  Commission  set  ·out  its  interpretation- of ·  Artic.le 7a 
(formerly ArtiCle 8a) of  the EC Treat}' . 
The legal interpretation given in tl;le  communi~atiori (see Annex) can be summarized  . 
as follows<2>:  ·  ·  ·  ,  · 
.  -
"In· defining  t~e internal. market  as  "an ·area without internal  frontiers",  the · · 
Single European Act was intended to give a new dimension to the operation of 
·the different freedoms of  movement provided for in the Treaty. The Community 
internal  market must operate under the same conditions .as ·a national  market: 
just as there are no border c~ntrols between regions in a  single Member State, . 
goods,·  services,  capitai  and  individuals ·must ·therefore _be  free  to  move,  ' 
_ unimpeded by  any border controls, betWeen Member  States~ 
.~  . 
.  -·  This "area without internal  frontiers"  cannot be realized in practi_c;e unless all 
goods, services, capital-and individuals moving within that area are covered; in  . 
the particular case of  individuals, any interpretation of Aiticle 8a that confined 
its effects  to Community  nationals  only  would  deprive  that  Article ·of any 
practical effectiveness; 
The measures to  ~hie~e  this objective are clearly set out in a timetable which 
runs uritil  31  December 1992 [  ... ];  . 
Article 8a  imposes  on  the  Community,  and  therefore  ·also  on  the 
. Member States,  an obligation to produce results; _that obligation can be met 
only if all controls at internal frontiers are abolished.  ·· 
Article 8a ·therefore_ establishes_ a· clear and simple objective that allows no 
margin of discretion.  But the abolition ()f border controls does not deprive the . 
competent authorities of their pow~r  to act throughout their territory and up to  · 
the frontier of that territory.  However, as the crossing of the frontier may no 
longer  give  rise  to  controls,  such  intervention  must  f<;>rm  part  of internal 
monitoring  arrangements_ covering ·the  whole  of the  territory.  Powers  to 
impose controls or penalties which were exercised 'only on the occasion of, or. 
in connection with, the- crossing of  ali intemalfrontier would, therefore, be-
contrary to Article 8a." 
<t>  SEC(92) 877 finaL . 
(2)  See page 3 of the_.communication. 
4 2.  There  can  be  no  escaping  the  fact  that,. alone  among  the  different  freedoms  of 
movement referred to in Article 7a, the free movement of persons has not so far been 
achieved.  · 
This is because the aCcompanying measures essential to the elimination of controls 
either  have  been  adopted  but  have  not  yet  been  put  into  effect (such  as  the 
Dublin ·Convention of 15  June 1990 determining the State responsible for examining 
applications  for  asylum  lodged  in  one  of  the  Member States  of  the 
European Communities) or are still under discussion (e.g. the Regulation determining 
·the third countries whose nationals must b_e in possession of  a visa· when crossing the 
external  borders of the Member States; and  the Convention on  controls on  persons 
crossing the external frontiers of the Member States).  ' 
3.  Implementation of the essential  accompanying measures will,  in  conjunction  with 
Article 7a of the EC Treaty, enable controls on persons crossing internal frontiers to 
(3) 
· be eliminated. 
Nevertheless, if  only for the sake of clarity and legal certainty, it is necessary, among 
other things, to:  · 
spell out the scope_ of the ban on controls and formalities at internal frontiers; 
'  I  '  ' 
confirm that controls are to be eliminated for all  individuals crossing internal 
frontiers,  regardless of their nationality; 
·define what is meant by "internal frontiers", particularly in the case of airports 
and seaports; 
.determine the territorial scope of  the obligation to eliminate controls at internal 
frontiers. 
These questions,  which are harmonized and  coordinated by  this  proposal,  form  an 
integral  part of the concept of the· internal  market as  far as the free  movement of 
persons is concerned, and their approximation has a direct impact on the functioning 
<?f the Community market.  Nevertheless, Article 1  OOa cannot be relied on here since 
it does not apply to the free movement of persons.  The proposal is therefore based 
on ·Article  l 00 of  the EC Treaty. · Such an approach is consistent with the legal basis 
(Article 100a)  adopteq  for  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3925/91  of 
19 December  1991  concerning the elimination of controls and formalities applicable 
to the cabiri  and hold baggage of persons taking an  intra-CommunitY flight and the 
baggage of persons making' an intra-Community sea crossing<
3>. 
OJ No L 374, 31.12.1991, p.  4. 
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As the elimination ofc9ntrols 9n,p·ersons crossing intefn:al frontiers goes hand-in:-hand 
with  the·  implementation  of the  essential  accompanying  measures,  Member States 
should be required to transpose the Oirective by 3  I December  1996 at.the latest.  Such . 
a deadline should allow the Union and the Member States enough tjme to adopt and 
~mplement the last accompaJ1yiilg measures still  pending. 
However, the Corilmissio~ undertakes h~re  'and now to to pre~ent a proposal amending 
that .date if it  were to  become  clear :a.fter  the  adoption  of this  Directive  that the 
accompanying' measures could not be put into effect by  31  December 1996.  . 
It  follows  froi:n  .  the  above  that,  for. the  sake  of. clarity  and  legal. certainty,  tt  ts 
necessary to harinoniie and coordinate Member States' national laws .  on the crossing 
of  internal frontiers as far as the questions listed in point 3 are_concemed.  ArticleJOO 
of:the EC Treaty is the appropriate legal basis for su~h approximation ·Of national laws 
(see point 3},  which .means that the proposal has to take the form of  a  directive.  . .  .  :  .  .  ~ 
5 bis.  As far as theterritQrial scope of  the directive is concerned~ one mtist bear in mind that 
the principle of the el~minatioll of  controls and fotiniilities ~n persons crossing·internal' 
frontiers should be applicable in the territories covered by the· freedom of movement, 
as enshrined in  Article Sa (new) of the Treaty.  . 
.  •  .  I  .  . 
Howev~r, the following eiements must be taken into consideration: 
the  elimination. of controls  on  persons  is  linked  to .  the  implementation  of 
essential accompanying measures; . 
the territorial scope of  some ·of the accompanying measures is not defined, as 
·  yet, especially as. farasthe specific situation of  some parts of the territory of 
. certain Member States is concerned.  .· 
It is therefore  necessary  to  ensure  the  coherence ·of the  territorial  scope of the·. 
measures  implementing the objectives set out in Article 7a. 
B.  Comments on  the Articles · 
~Article L  '  .  - .  ·.  .  '  . 
.  Elimination of controls and formalities for person's crossing internal frontiers 
6.  .  . Article  l ( l) confirms the commitment which the Member States entered into when 
they  inserted 'Article 7a (formerly  ArtiCle ·sa) irito the EC  Treaty:  they  must ensure 
. that the crossing of. an  inte11lal  frontier in the internal  .. market is. treated in the same·. 
way as the crossing of  a boundary betWeen provinces, counties, regions ...... It follows 
that:  ·  ·  '  ·  ·  .  · 
.the  crossing of an  intemal frontier may  not in itself give: rise to  con~ofs or 
formalities;  ·  > ·  · 
- all  persons;  whatever  their- nationality,  should  normally _be  able Jo  cross 
internal· frontiers  unjiJ).peded~ 
'6 7. 
· - internal  frontiers  may  be  crossed  anywhere  and· not  merely  at  approved  · 
crossing points. 
Nevertheless,  eliminating controls at internal frontiers does  not mean that i.nternat·  .  · 
frontiers  (and· the neighbouring  territory)  are  to  become 
1'no-go"  areas  where  no· 
controls  can  be  applied.  Only  fronti.er  controls  and  formalities  are  banned ·(see.·· 
Article 3(4)):. Article 1(2)  thus  provides  that. the  obligation  to  eliminate  frontier 
controls  and  formalities  does  not  deprive  the  competent. authorities  of  the 
law-enforcement powers which the legislatiqn of  each Member State has conferred on 
th~m over  the  whole  of its  territory.  These  powers  must  be  exercised  without 
, discrimination between domestic arid cross-border traffic: powers to impose controls 
or penalties which we~e  exercised only on the occasion of, or in connection with, the 
crossing of an internal frontier would be contrary to Article 7a ..  for example, a check 
on  identity  papers or travel  documents (in a Member·State where  such checks' fell 
within the remit of the police) performed a _few  miles inland of the internal frontier, 
at a point on a motorway where there were no entrance or exit roads between it and ·· 
the frontier, would thus be discriminatory and would .have to be regarded as a frontier 
control in disguise.· 
· 8.  In the  same  connection,  it should  be  stressed  that  the  elimination  of controls  on 
persons  crossing  internal  frontiers  does  not  mean  that  any  obligation. imposed by 
Member Statesr national laws to carry ,identity papers or travel documents while on the 
. public highway  has  to  be done away  with.  Article 1(2) therefore provides that the 
elimination of controls and formalities for persons crossing internal frontiers does not 
8.ffect any obligations to possess, carry and produce such documents which· are laid 
down in a Mem~er  State
1s national rules. 
Article 2:  Temporary reinstatement of controls 
9.  The  elimination  of controls and  formalities  for persons  crossing  internal  frontiers 
should  t:tot  undermine· security  in  the  frontier-free  area.  ·A  ~attery  of essential 
accompanying measures  has  thus  been  drawn up  prior to the  elimination of these 
controls in ·order to maintain a high standard of security. 
This  battery  of measures  should  suffice  to  combat .general  risks  such  as  illegal 
immigration. 
.  .  . 
10.  Exceptional risks can nevertheless arise to which these instruments do not provide an 
adequate response and which can require controls to be reinstated on persons crossing 
internal  frontiers.  Article 2 lays down the conditions in which a Member State can 
reintroduce such controls.  · 
7 
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Article 2( 1) provides that a Member State may reinstate frontier controls where there 
is a serious threat to publi~ policy or public se<:urity.·.  The existence of a general risk· 
(e.g.  that of illegal immigration) is not sufficient to justify reliance' on the safeguard 
clause: the other accompanying measures normally provide an. appropriate respot1se 
to such risks.  The Member State in question· must be faced with a sUfficiently serious 
speCific threat to its public"policy or public security.  ' 
11.  This also explains why internal-frontier controls may be reinstated only temporarily: 
applying the principle of  proportionality, Article· 2(3.) provides that the period in whiCh 
.  a Member State may apply such controls must be limited t() what is strictly necessary 
in -order to counter the threat.  ·  ·  · 
/ 
The  first  sentence  of Article 2(1)  Stipulates. that,  in the  event  of a serious threat,' 
controls may be reinstated initially for n~t  more than thirty days.·  In· ·accordance with 
the second sentence of  Article 2( l}, it is sufficient jn such cases for the Member State 
concerned to inform· the Commission and  the other Member States,  providing them  -
With  all  the appropriate details.  Since the Member State concerned would be facing 
a serious threat,  immediate action would be nee4ed  in  most cases and there would 
appear to .be ·_less justification for prior consultation.  ·  ' 
12.  Clearly, a seri'aus threat could last lo.nger than thirtY days; Article 2(2) stipulates that,· 
. in  such ·cases,  controls  that  have  been  reinstated  at· internal  frop.tiers  may  be 
maintained for a further period of  thirty days, but only after prior consultation of  the·· 
Commission and the other -Member States:  the- derogation from the principle of ~e 
elimination of internal-frontier controls then takes on greater importance, requiring a 
more  thorough :check  on  its  justification.  This: means  that,  in" accordance· with 
Article 2(1X  -the  Member .State  concerned  must  communicate  the  appropriate 
information before each consultation  .. 
·The peripd ·of thirty days is  renewable;  on  one  or· more  occa~ions, but the  other 
Member States arid the Commmission.must be consulted before each renewal. 
Where  it  reinstates  frontier  controls,  a  Member State  must. inform  and,  should  it 
maintain those controls for longer than thirty days,, consult the other Member States. 
/  '  . 
·and the Commission. The last sentence of Article 2(2) ensures that this ·inforrilation 
. and consultation procedure does.not endanger the Member State's security . 
. 13.  In accordance with the principle of proportionality, Article 2(3) stipulates that riotonfy 
the duration of the period in which controls are· reinstated:~ but also the .nature of the 
controls themselves must be limited to what is  strictly necessary in order to  cou~ter 
the threat.·  · 
14.  It. should be stressed here that Article 2 allows only controls, and not formalities, to 
be reinstated:  it is  ~ardly imaginable that a serious threat to public policy or public·· 
s~curity could be countered  sitnpJy··througl1  the introduction. of frontier formalities 
without controls.  ·  · Article 3:  . Definitions 
15.  ,,  Article,3 first defines the 'concept of internal frontiers . 
.  ~·  ··:In. the case of land frontiers, ;the definition is self-"evident:  internal frontiers· are 'the· 
Member States' common land  fr~ntiers.  · 
>  The ·first  indent-. of Article  3(1)-makes -it  clear .that  the  concept of common 'land  ·  . 
..  ._  frontiers·also embraces the rail-or road terminals for links by bridge or tunnel·between . 
. Member States, despite the fact that such terminals. are not always close to the frontier"· 
·but may be located some  dist~ce inland. 
16.  ·  The  second· indent  of Article 3(1)  provides  that  airports  are  internal  frontiers  for 
intra-Community  flights;  the  definition of intra-Community flights- is that given in 
Article 2(3)  of Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3925/91  of  19 December 1991 
concerning the elimination of  controls and formalities applicable to the cabin and hold 
baggage of persons taking an  intra-Community  flight  and the baggage of persons 
making an  intra-Community sea crossing<
4>. 
17.  The  third  indent  of Article 3(1)  provides  that  seaports  are  internal  frontiers  for 
intra-Community sea crossings.  The definition of intra-Community sea crossings has 
been takenfrom Article 2(5) of Council Regulation (EEC) No 3925/91. 
18.  The definitions of internal frontiers given here are consistent with the draft Convention 
on  controls on  persons crossing external  frontiers,  Article  l(l)(h) of which  defines 
external frontiers inter alia as "airports and· seaports, except where they are considered 
to  be  jnternal  frontiers  for  purposes  of instruments  enacted  under  the  Treaty 
establishing the European Community". 
19.  Article 3(4) defines the concept of frontier controls or formalities. 
(4) 
It has already .been stated that the crossing of  an internal frontier tnay not in itself give  .. 
rise to controls or formalities.  · 
A frontier control  is acoordingly first defined as  "any con.trol applied,  in  connection 
. with  or  on  the  occasion  of the  crossing  of an  internal  frontier,  by  the  public 
authorities of a Member State".  · 
Unless they  rely  on  Article 2.  ~ember States may  not apply  controls ·such  as those 
referred to in  Articles 5 to 7 of the drat\ Convention on controls on  persons crossing 
external  frontiers.  The  public  authorities. are  not  entitled,'  for  example,  to  require 
persons crossing an internal frontier to produce their travel documents or to question 
them on the purpose of their journey, their means of subsistence, etc.· 
OJ No L 374, 31.12.1991, p.  4. 
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20.  Persons  cro~sing internal frontiers are currently subject to controls applied not  o~ly 
. by public authorities but also by other parties, in particular carriers. 
Carriers are checking their passengers' travei documents in order to avoid the pemdties 
laid down by national rules introduced .by· ten Member States Concerning the liability 
of carriers providing transport for persons not in posseSsion of the travel documents 
;;  required for entering those Member  Sta~es' ~em  tory.  · 
' 
,  '. 
Such  controls are not imposed explici!IY  by the national  rules in  question but are a 
- logical consequence of  thoSe rules.  .  .  .. .. 
.  '  .  .  . 
. The national  rules in question do not  distingui~h between travellers· according to the 
starting-point of their journey and therefore apply tointra-Community as well  as to 
internatioJJ.al transport; they do not, however, for obvious reasons, apply to domestic 
~travd.·  ·  . · 
It runs counter to the. logic of the internal market for internal-frontier controls to be 
ma1ntained by carriers at a time when they have to be eliminated by public authorities: 
the  controls  applied  by carriers  are  prompted  by  rules  adopted  under  the  public. 
(criminal  or  administrative)  law  of the  Member State.  concerned  and  which- must 
therefore be regarded as measures havingequivalent effect to quantita~ve restrictions. 
Controls applied "by proxy" cannot be tolerated.  ·  · 
. .  Member States  muSt  therefore  repeal  ~y measures  that  require  persons· such  as 
·  carriers to apply controls in connection_ With the crossing of an internal. frontier  . 
. ' 
In  the context· of the elimination of controls on persons in pursuance of Arti<:le 7a 
· of the Treaty,  the question of penalties for carriers has  so· far been  addressed only 
from  an  external  standpoint,  i.e.  for  transport  from non-member  countries to the. 
· Coriununity .. · Such a S}'Stem  of penalties was regarded as a necessary accompanying 
measure.  The.  Convention  ori  the  crossing  of  extem8l  frontiers  thus  requires 
Member States ·to  introduce  penalties  for  carriers  who convey,  by  air  or by  sea, 
..  non-Commtinity nation8ls' not in possession of the requisite travet' documents from a 
non-member countty to their territoiy.  .  _  .. 
. As far as internal frontiers are· concerned, ·the probletll.of asylum-seekers is settled by 
.the Dublin Convention determining the State. responsible for examining ~pplications . 
b~~- .  .  . 
Lastly, to avoid any misunderstanding, it should be stressed that: 
the. o_bjections expressed here against rules on carrier liability ~e  levelled only 
at their application to intra~Community  ·travellers ~d  ri~t at their application 
to travellers ·coming from  non..:member cotlntries:  · 
\  . 21. 
these  objections  concern  only  frontier  controls  applied  under  the  rules  on 
carrier liability and  not .the other identity  checks that.could be performed by 
carriers, e.g.  on the use of travel tickets. issued to a named individual, also in 
domestic transport.  Neither does this Directive preclude checks performed on 
persons boarding means of transport by Member States or by carriers with a 
view to ensuring the safety of persons and goods during transport. 
; 
Since the crossing of an  inteJ;ll~ frontier in the internal market must be treated in the 
same way  as the crossing of a boundary between provinces, counties, regions or the 
like in a national market, not only controls but also formalities applied on the occasion 
of the crossing of an internal frontier musi be eliminated'. 
Article 3(4) defines  a frontier· fofm.ality  as  any  formality  imposed  on  a  person  in 
connection with the crossing of an internal frontier and to be fulfilled on the occasion 
of such crossing.  Art exampfe of  such a formality would be the obligation on persons 
taking intra-Community flights or making intra-Community sea crossings to complete 
boarding or landing cards.  Such formalities, which are not required in domestic travel, 
must be eliminated.  A system of reporting arrivals,  albeit not  incompatible per se 
with  the  principle of the internal  market,  would ·also  be prohibited  if the, relevant 
declarations had to be presented at the internal frontier. 
Article 4:  Re.port on application of the Directive 
22.  In view of  the importance of  this Directive, Article 4 provides that, tw.o years after its 
implementation and every three years thereafter, the Commission is to report on its 
application to Parl.iament, the Council, the Economic and Social Committee and the 
Committee of the Regions. 
Article 5:  Transposal deadline 
23.  Since  the  elimination  of  controls  o~  persons  crossmg  internal  frontiers  goes 
. hand-in-hand  with  implementation  of the  essential  accompanying  measures,  this 
Directive cannot be app_lied until the last of those measures has been put into effect. 
However, since it would be unacceptable as a matter of  principle to allow an indefinite 
period for transposal and in  order to ensure that the discussions still in  progress on a 
'limited number of accompanying measures are completed as  quickly  as  possible,  a 
precise date needs to be. stipulated for transposal of the Directive. 
Given  the  state  of  progress  in  current  discussions  and  the  time  needed  for 
ip1plementing  the  essential  accompanying  measures;  that  date  should  be  fixed  at 
31  December 1996. 
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ANNEX COMMISSION POSITION 
ON THE INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE Sa OF THE EEC TREATY 
1.  In  its  communication  of  18 December 1991  (COM(91) 549),  the  Commission 
highlighted the many different checks and formalities at internal frontiers and hence 
.  the. wide  range  of mea5ures  to  be  adopted.  . It -stressed  that  all  these  checks  and 
formalities must be abolishedjf Article 8a. is to.be fully effective since the continued 
existence of  just one .of them would undennine the political dimension of  the objective 
laid down., in that Artlde.  .  ·  .  ·  · 
It is therefore necessary to. clarify now the implications of Article 8a,  by defiriing its 
scope and object.  ·  ·· ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
A.  The frontier-free ·area 
2:  The first _task  is to clarify the meaning ofthe concept of"internal market'', which is 
the objective being pursued.  ·  · 
In  the case-law established ·by the Court of Justice prior to the Single European Act, 
the common market was defined in very broad terms as involving "the elimination of 
all  obstacles to intra-Community trade in order to merge the national markets into a 
single market bringing about conditions as  close as  possible to· those of a genuine 
internal market" (judgment in Case·15/81  Schul [1982] ECR 1409, ground 33).  The 
Court thus equated the internal market with a national market. 
The concept of  an "internal market" is, in principle, the logical extension of  a common 
market - the operation of  ~e  Community-wide market under conditions equivalent to 
those of a national  market. 
This  approach  is  confirmed by  the definition  of the internal  market in  the· second 
paragraph of Article 8a:  "[it]  shall  comprise an  area  without internal  frontiers  in 
which  the  free  movement  of goods,  persons,  services  and  capital  is  ensured  in 
accordance with the provisions of this Treaty". 
By referring to the fom: freedoms, Article 8a clearly defines the internal market as an 
extension of  the cOmmon market.  However, the first part of the definition introduced 
a  new  element  and  set  a  new  objective  for  the  Treaty - an ·area  without  internal 
frontiers;  under  the  Single  European  Act,  all  obstacles to the  operation  of the 
common market arising from the existence of internal frontiers must be eliminated by 
31  December 1992 at the latest. 
In  its  White  Paper  on  completing  the  internal  market,  the  Commission  drew  a 
distinction  between  physical,  technical  and  fiscal  frontiers.  This  document  will 
concentrate on  phy~iCal frontiers. 
IJ 3.  If the Community  is to becoine  a· genuine internal  market and if this market is to 
operate under the same conditions as a national  market,  physical  frontiers must be . 
abolished.  This means the abolition of a.ll  controls, formalities,  procedures, checks, 
examinations, inspections, etc. (hereinafter called "controls") at internal frontiers, just 
as there are no border·controls.hetween regions in national markets.  ·  .c  · 
This  is  a  cl~ar and  ~traightforward objective.  It imposes· an  obligation to  produce 
results  and  leaves.  no  margin  of discretion.  All  internal  border controls  in  the 
Community  must  be  abolished,  including  those  established  under  Community 
legislation and those carried out by Member States, whatever their form and whatever 
their justification. · ·  ··  .  . 
Naturally, as in  a national· market, the abolition' of controls at  internal frontiers Will 
not deprive the_authorities of  the right to exercise their powers over the whole of  their 
territory.  The existence of controls in an  area close to an internal frontier may even 
be considered compatible with the· internal market provided that they are carried out 
according to the same rules -in particular as regards their frequency, inten·sity and the 
penalties imposed - as those applied to controls carried out over the whole territory. 
'  -.  . 
.  . 
At all 'events, the· crossing of an internal frontier will no·tonger in  ·itself give rise to 
a control.  1  •  ' 
B.  A frontier-free market for all  goods  . 
4.  There can be no doubt that Article Sa covers all  goods, irrespective of their origin or 
nature. The Community is based on a customs union (Article 9 et seq.)in which goods' 
originating in third. countries are treated in the same way as products originating in  . 
.  Member States once they have been released for free circulation in the Community: 
5..  This does not mean that there will be complete freedom of movement for all goods. 
As  happens  in  ·.a  national  market,  .. the  Community  or,  where  appropriate, 
Member States may prohibit or restrict the placing of certain products on the internal 
market within the limits laid down in Article-36 EEC but the exerciseofthese powers 
may  not involve  ~ontrols. at internal frontiers.  · 
C.  . A frontier-free area for all  persons 
6.  'The phrase "free movement of ...  persons" in  Article Sa refers to all persons, whether 
or not they· are economically active and irrespective of  their nationality.  The internal 
market couldnot operate under conditions equivalent to those in a national market if 
the movement-of individuals within this market were hindered by ·controls at internal 
frontiers~ 
Of course, the free movement of persons in-.the common market must not be corifused 
with  the  rights  which  flow· direCtly  from  Articles 48  to 66,  and in  particular  the 
taking-up of economic activities as self-employed or employed persons and hence the 
right of residence,  and which, ·subject to the second-paragraph of Article 59,  apply 
only to nationals of  Member States. 
14  . Article Sa  is  found  in  Part One  of the  EEC Treaty,  entitled  "Principles",  as  1s 
Article 3(c), a general provision which applies not only  to the persons referred to in 
Articles 4S  to 66  but also to nationals of Member States who are not ·economically 
active and to nationals of non-member countries. ·  · 
The Council  accepted this approach as  regards nationals of Member States who are 
not economically active by its:recent adoption of  Directive 90/364/EEC, which grants 
such persons the right of residence:  the Directive's recitals contain· specific references  .  . 
to Articles J(c) and  Sa.  There is  no  objective legal  reason to differentiate between 
nationals  of Member States  and  nation~ls of non-member·. c~untries.  The  Court's 
judgment in Demirel (Case 12/86 [1987] ECR 3719) confirms that the Community has 
the power to adopt legal acts concerning workers from non-member countries. 
7.  The final  words of Article 8a -
11in accordance with the provisions of this Treaty" -
do not lead to any  other c~nclusion.  This phrase merely acts as a complement to the 
verb  "ensure",  laying down  the  conditions under which  the objective of Article 8a 
should be achieved.  In other words, it makes it clear that Article 8a does not in itself 
confer new  powers on the Community:  the desired  objective should be pursued in 
accordance with the rules  of the Treaty  and through the powers· conferred by  other 
Articles of it, including some which are specifically mentioned in the first paragraph 
of Article 8a. 
Nor can· this interpretation be contradicted by referring to the General Declaration on 
Articles 13  to  19  of the  Single- European  Act,  which  states  that  "Nothing  in  these 
provisions frclating to the internal market) shall affect the right of Member States to 
take  such  measures  as  they  consider  necessary  for  the  purpose  of controlling 
immigration from third countries, and to combat terrorism, crime, the traffic in drugs 
and illidt trading in works of art and antiques
11
•  · 
A declaration ·can never deprive an article of the Treaty of its practical effectiyeness. 
In any case, the Declaration in  question does not give rise to a different interpretation 
from  Article 8a.  ·It refers to the distribution of powers between the Community and 
the  Member States,  and  that  cannot  affect  the  definition  of the  objective  to  be 
achieved.  The abolition of controls on goods and  persons at  internal  frontiers will 
certainly have some implications for the matters referred to in  the Declaration.  But 
the sole .  purpose of the Declaration, is  to  leave open  the question of which powers 
must be exercised in  order to achieve the objective laid down in Article 8a. 
Finally, although it has not yet been ratified, the text of  the Treaty on European Union 
does  not  give rise to any  other interpretation .. Although  Member States will  now  -
regard  certain  areas, ,such  as  immigration  policy,  as  being  of·common interest-
without prejudice to the Community's powers- and  although the Council can adopt 
common positions and joint measures and can draw up agreements, this does not alter 
the  conclusion  that  the  objective  set  by  Article Sa  is  a  frontier-free  area  for  all 
persons. 
15 8.  Moreover, even the argument that Article Sa applies only to the .persons referred to 
in Articles 48 to 66 would lead to the same conclusion.  ·  · 
The complete abolition or physical  frontiers for individuals exercising their right to 
freedom  of movement necessarily implies cthe  complete abolition of controls oil  all 
individuals who cross internal  borders,  irrespective of their nationality.  Any  other 
interpretation of the objective of abolishing physical frontiers would render Article Sa 
•  ineffective.  If, after 31  December .1992, Member States are still able to check whether 
a  person wishing to  cross a border is a national of a Member State and whether he or 
~  sh~ constitutes a danger to public order, public seCurity or public health., nothing will 
,have changed and Article Sa Will  be. a dead letter. 
D.  Free movement of services and  capital . 
. 9.  It goes almost without saying that the frontier-free area must also cover services and 
capital:  Although Community legislation· still requires or allows some controls on the 
observance  of. Community~  or  national  law in respect  of the  provision  of certain. 
· 
1.services (e.g.  transport) or. the holding ofcapital, this does not alter the fact that these 
controls may. not be carried out at internal  frontiers:  _Not  only 'would such controls 
inevitably constitute barrie:rs to the free movement of persoris and··goods, they W()Uld 
also run counter to the objective of Article Sa; the second paragqtph of which makes 
specific reference to these freedoms. 
E.  Conclusion 
. 10:  The Single European Act introduced into the Treaty the concept of an internal market 
and thereby ·set the Community a. new objective - an area without internal frontiers  .. 
_,  .Article Sa states clearly that this objective must be achieved by the end of 1992. 
The completion of the internal market requires the abolition of  all physical frontiers 
·between Member States so as to ensure the free movement of  goods, persons," services 
:and capital under the temis of Article 8a.  This objective will riot be achieved if some 
:goods or persons·are still subject to controls. when they cross internal frontiers."  If, for 
whatever reason, some controls do remain after I January 1993, the Community and 
the Member States will have failed to fulfil ,their obligation to produce the results laid 
dowri in the Single EuropeanAct. 
16 Proposal  for a 
'CQUNCIL DJRECTIVE 
on the elimination ··of controls on .persons ·crossing internal ffOntiers .-
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION. 
Having  regard  to  the. Treaty  establishing  the  European- Community;  ·and  m  particular 
ArtiCle  100 thereof, 
Havi!lg regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion -of the European· Parliament, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee, 
Having regard to the opinion of. the Committee of the Regions, 
Whereas Article 7a of  the Treaty provides for the establishment of the internal market, which 
is to comprise an  area without internal  frontiers  in which  the free  movement of goods, 
persons, services and capital is ensured in accordance with the provisions of the Treaty; 
Whereas the establishment of the internal market consequently calls for the abolition of all 
controls  and  formalities  for  persons  crossing  internal  "rrontiers;  whereas,  in this  context, 
seaports and airports stand apart,  as they  serve both traffic with  other Member States -and 
traffic with non-member countries; whereas application of  the freedom-of-movement principle 
should nevertheless result in the elimination of controls and formalities for persons taking an 
intra-Community flight or making an intra-Community sea crossing; 
Whereas the Community and the Member States have decided to take the measures they deem 
essential for eliminating the underlying reasons for the application of frontier controls and 
formalities under national law;  · 
Whereas the relevant accompanying measures have been introduced satisfactorily; 
Whereas, in order to fulfil the clear and unconditional obligation enshrined in Article 7a, and 
in the interest of legal certainty, it is necessary in  t~esedrcumstances to confirm that frontier 
controls and formalities within the Community are to be abolished; 
Whereas  this  Directive  should  relate  both  to  controls  or  formalities  applied  by  public 
authorities and to t~ose applied by other persons under national rules; 
Whereas it is necessary to stipulate the conditions in which a Member State may temporarily  · 
reinstate controls at internal frontiers in the event of  a serious threat to public policy or public 
security, 
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. HAS  ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE: 
Article' I · 
1.  All  persons,  whatever their  n~tionality, shaH  b~ able to cross Member ·states' frontiers 
·within the Community at any point, without such crossing being stibjecno any ft:ontier 
control or fomiality- '  .  .  .  .  ' .  .  .  . 
2.  The elimination of controls and formalities for persons crossing internal frontiers shall · 
not  atfect  the .  exercise  of the  law-enforcement  po'Yers  conferred  on. the  competent 
authorities by  the legislation of each Member State over. the whole of  its territory, nor 
any  obligations to  posses~ and carry-documents which are l!lid down by  it~ legislation. 
.  .  '  .  .  . 
Artide 2 
.  . 
1.  A Member State may; in the event-of a serious threat to public policy or pul;>lic security, 
reinstate controls at  its frontiers within the Community for  a period  of not more than 
thirty  days.  Any .·Member State  taking  such  actiot'l  · shall  iminediately.  notify  the 
Commission  and·  the· other  Member States,  supplying  them  with .all  the  appropriate 
information:·  ·  · 
2.  Where the serious thre~t to public policy or public.security lasts longer than thirty days, 
·the Member State. concerned  may maintain  the  controls  at  its  frontiers·  within  the 
· . Community for renewable periods of not more than thirty days.  Each  re~ewal shall be 
decided after the other Member States and the Commission have been consulted.  - - . .  . 
At the Member  State'~-request, the 'Commission and the other Member States shall treat 
in confidence the information it supplies· to justify maintaining these controls. 
3.  . The controls referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 and the length of  the period duririg which 
they  are  applied  shall  .nQt exceed  what  is· strictly neeess8ry  to  respond  to  the 
serious threat.  ·  · 
Article 3 . 
For the purposes of this Directive: 
1.  "A Member State's frontier within the Community"  ~eans: 
the Member  Stat~s~ common land  frontiers, including  the rail  or road terminals for 
)inks by· bridge or tunnel between Member States;  ·  ·  · 
their airports for intra-Community .flights~ ·  . .  .  .  .  .  _, 
their se,aports. for intra-Community. sea crossings: 
18 .  ,  .  .Z.:--,  "Intra-Community flight"  means the movement of an aircraft .between two ·Community  :~­
.airports,,  without  any  stopovers,  and  which  does  not  start . from  or  end  at  a 
non-Community  airport~ 
'  . 
3.  "Intra-Community .sel:l  crossing~ means the fl!OVement  between two Community ports, 
without ·any intermediate  calls,  of a  -vessel~ plying  regularly  between  two· or  more 
specified ·community  ports~ · 
4. ·  "Frontier· control or formality"  means:  ·. · · 
. , - . any  control  applied,  in  connection  with  or on. the  occasion of the· crossing· of an 
·internal  frontier,  by the  public authorities of a·  Member State or by  other persons, 
under the national legislation  of a Member  State~ 
any  formality·  impqsed  on  a  person  in  connection·_with· the  crossing of an  internal 
frontier a.t:J.d  to be fulfilled on  the occasion of such crossing. 
Article 4 
No  later  than  two  years  after  implementation  of this  Directive,  and  every  three  years 
thereafter,  the· Commission shall  report  on  its  application  to the  European Parliament,  the 
,Council~ the EconomiC and SoCial  Committee and the ··committee of the Regions. 
Article 5 
Member States  shall  bring into  force  the  laws,  regulations  and  administrative  provisions . 
. necessary  to  comply  with. this  Directive  not  later than  31  December 1996.  They·  shall 
immediately inform the Commission thereof and shall also transmit to it a table showing the 
co~elation between  each of the provisions of this Directive and  the relevant provisions of 
national  law,  irrespective of whether these  predate this Directive or are  approved  for the 
specific purpose of transposing it. 
When Member States adopt these provisions, these shall contain a reference to this Directive 
or  shall  be  accompanied  by  such  reference  at  the  time of their official  publication.·  The 
procedure for such reference shall be adopted by  Memper States. 
Article 6 
This Directive shall enter. into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication in' 
the Official Journal ofthe European Communities.· 
Article 7 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
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